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i UNITED, STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JNO. MACKENZIE, OF CLEVELAND, OHIO. 

|MPROWEMENT IN SEw NG-MACHINEs. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 22,255, dated December 7, 1858. 

To a/Z whom ?i may concern : | shuttle-carrier, as shown at e in Fig, 3, is 
Beit known that I, JorIN MACKENZIE, öf| made to drive the feed apparatus. 

Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga and 
State of Ohio, haveinventeda new anduseful 
Improvement in Sewing-Machines; and I do 
hereby declarethatthe followingisafull, clear, 
and exact description of the same, reference 
beinghadto the accompanying drawings, mak 
ing part of this specification, im which– 
Figure 1 is a front view of a machine with 

the front part of its bed-plate removed to 
show the shuttle and feed motions. Fig. 2 is 
a Vertical Section of the Same in a Vertical 
plane close to the needle and parallel with the 
feed movement; butinthis viewall the needle 
mechanismisomitted. Fig. 3isa vertical sec 
tion, taken at right angles to Figs. 1 and 2, in 
a plane close to the needle. 

Similar letters of reference indicate Corre 
sponding parts in the Several figures. 
This invention consists in a certain combi 

nation and arrangement of mechanical de 
vices to provide for the operation of the feed 
ing-dog by the elongation of an eccentric pin 
which drives the Shuttle. -- 
To enable others skilled in the art to make 

and use my invention, I will proceed to de 
scribeits construction and Operation. 
A is the cast-iron stand, upom the upper 

horizontal surface of which the cloth orother 
material islaid to be sewed, having attached 
to it a stand, B, from which projectsa station 
ary arm, C, to whichisattached the pressure 
pad D, and which contains the guide for the 
needle-bar N. This needle-barderivesmotion 
from a lever, E, connected by a rod, F, with 
a slide, G, which worksina verticalslot, a, in. 
the table, and carriesa stud, b, working in the 

i groove of a cam, I, on the driving-shaft J. 
This cam mayalso constitute a fly-wheel. 
His the shuttle-driver, arranged to wibrate 

on a fixed pin, C, secured to the lower part of 
a vertical partition, A, in the stand A, and 
containinga slot, d, to receive an eccentrically 
arranged pin, e, that is secured to the camor 
fly-wheel Iin sucha manner asto be parallel 
with the shaft J. The revolution of this pin 
e with the driving-shaft produces the vibra 
tory motion of the shuttle-carrier, which gives 
the mecessary movement to the shuttle finits 
archedraceway w. The same pine, by being 

i elongated in a forward direction beyond the 

Kis the feeding-dog, havinga serratedface, 
and working through a slot, g, in the top ofthe 
stand A. This dog is made in the form of a 
lewer, whose upper end constitutes the ser 
rated face. This leveris connected byitsful 
crum-pin h with a lever, L, working on a sta 
tionary fulcrum-pin, j, secured in a vertical 
partition, A”, in the stand, andithasitslower 
end connected by a rod, k, with the upperend 
ofa lever, M, which worksona fixedfulcrum, l, 
Secured in the partition A". 
Pisa plate containinga slot, p, andarranged 

to swing on a pin, m, which attaches it to the 
partition A”, said, pin being arranged not far 
below the top of the stand A, and the slot p 
being radial to the pin m, except that it is 
curvedon one side near the top, as showmat 
p”in Fig.1. The said slot receivestheelonga 

i tion e' of the eccentric pine, and by the rewo 
lution of the said, pin in the said slot the said, 
plate is caused to derive a wibratory motion. 
The upper edge, p” of the plate P constitutes 
a cam, with which the lever Lis held in con 
tact by a spring, q, and the side of the plate 
next the lewer Mhasa cam-like projection, p”, 
toward whichtheupper arm of the latterlever 
is forced by a spring, s, asfarasispermitted. 
by an adjustable-screw, r, which screws 
through one – side of the stand A and stops 
the lower arm. w 
The operation of the feedingapparatusisas 

follows: The pine rotates in the direction of 
the arrow shown upon it in Figs. 1 and 2, and 
its elongation e causes the plate Pto wibrate 
on the pin m. As the pine passes below the 
center of the shaft Jit causes the plate P to 
move in the direction of the arrow shown. On 
itin Fig. 1, by which movement the cam-like 
edge p" is caused to raise the lever L, and thus 
lift up the dog K, through the slot g, to make 
it bite the cloth, which is confined vertically 
by the pressure-pad, and before the saidipine 
arrives at the curve p” of the slot the projec- i 
tion p” on the plate comes into contact with 
the leverM, and causes the saidlever, through 
its connecting-rod k, to move the dog K, on 
its fulcrum h, in the direction of the arrow 
shown upon it, and thus to move the cloth. 
As thepine'arrivesatthe curvep"the plate P 
is allowed to be moved back by the pressure 




